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Abstract
Preferences are an important natural concept in real life and are well-
known in the database and artificial intelligence community. The integra-
tion of preference queries in database systems enables satisfying search re-
sults by delivering best matches, even when no object in a dataset fulfills
all preferences perfectly. Skyline queries are the most prominent repre-
sentatives of preferences queries. The target is to select those tuples from
a dataset that are optimal with respect to a set of designated preference
attributes. But users do not only think of finding the Pareto frontier,
they often want to find the best objects concerning an explicit specified
preference order. While preferences themselves often are defined as gen-
eral strict partial orders, almost all algorithms are designed to evaluate
Pareto preferences combining weak orders, i.e., Skylines. In this paper,
we consider general strict partial orders and we present a method to eval-
uate such explicit preferences by embedding any strict partial order into a
lattice. This enables preference evaluation with specialized lattice based
algorithms.
1 Introduction
The Skyline operator [2] has emerged as an important and popular technique
for searching the best objects in multi-dimensional datasets. A Skyline query
selects those objects from a dataset D that are not dominated by any others.
An object p having d attributes (dimensions) dominates an object q, if p is
strictly better than q in at least one dimension and not worse than q in all other
dimensions, for a defined comparison function.
An example for a Skyline query is the search for a car that is cheap and
has high horse power (hp). Unfortunately, these two goals are complementary
as cars with high power tend to be more expensive, cp. Table 1. The Skyline
consists of all cars that are not worse than any other car in both dimensions.
In our example these are the cars with id 2 {3, 4, 7}.
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Table 1: Sample dataset of cars.
car id make color price hp
1 Ford black 70K 180
2 Mercedes purple 75K 200
3 BMW red 50K 230
4 Audi blue 45K 170
5 Mercedes cyan 55K 190
6 GMC yellow 70K 150
7 BMW green 48K 220
Skyline queries and the more general concept of preference database queries
have been subject to research for more than one decade [38]. Preferences enable
users to specify a pattern that describes the type of information he is searching
for. Since preferences express soft constraints, the most similar data will be
returned when no data exactly matches that pattern. From this point of view,
preference database queries are an e↵ective method to reduce very large datasets
to a small set of highly relevant tuples that are optimal compromises for the
user.
In many approaches, preferences are modeled as strict partial orders (SPO),
and therefore transitivity holds, cf. e.g., [22, 5]. When evaluating a preference
P on a dataset D, the tuples in D that are not dominated by any other tuple in
D w.r.t. P are called the maximal values or the Skyline in the case of a Pareto
preference query. The objective of a preference query is to find the tuple(s) in
a dataset that are maximal with respect to a given set of preferences.
Example 1. Figure 1 expresses a simple user preference on the domain of colors
dom(color) = {red, blue, green, yellow, purple, black, cyan} when searching for
a car in Table 1. The colors red, blue, and green are preferred over yellow and
purple, which are better than black and cyan. Thereby, all colors in the same
set should be considered as equally good and as substitutable (we refer to this
as regular Substitutable Values (SV) semantics later on in this paper [23]).
(0)
(1)
(2)
L1 = {red, blue, green}
L2 = {yellow, purple}
L3 = {black, cyan}
Figure 1: Preference on colors.
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A Better-Than Graph (BTG, also known as Hasse diagram) is a visual rep-
resentation of the domination of domain elements for a preference as can be seen
in Figure 1. The nodes in this BTG represent equivalence classes. Each equiv-
alence class contains objects which are mapped to the same level by a utility
function. The edges in the BTG state dominance.
The preference order in Figure 1 forms a weak order, because all values in the
same equivalence class are considered as substitutable and for each equivalence
class we can specify a numerical value which represents a node in the BTG. In
real life a user does not have necessarily such simple preferences, but specifies
his wishes in a more explicit way.
Example 2. A general strict partial order which does not form a weak order
is given in Figure 2. In fact, red, blue, and green are the best values, but
they are not considered as substitutable ( trivial SV-semantics). In addition,
green is not better than yellow or purple, i.e., the ’best values’ cannot lie in
the same equivalence class, we cannot represent red, blue, and green with one
single numerical value as in Figure 1.
cyan
blue
yellow
red green
purple
black
Figure 2: Hasse diagram for a general SPO.
Based on such simple preferences on single domains, we can build complex
preferences on multiple attributes of a database relation. For example, the
Pareto preference renders all included preferences as equally important. In the
literature this kind of data selection is also called the Skyline operator [2]. Typi-
cally such techniques are used to find optimal tuples w.r.t. potentially conflicting
goals.
There are many algorithms for the computation of preference queries (see [6]
for an overview). Many of them rely on a nested-loop and tuple-to-tuple com-
parison approach (e.g., Block-Nested-Loop, BNL [2]). The major advantage of
the BNL algorithm is its simplicity and suitability for computing the maxima of
general strict partial orders. However, most of the tuple-comparison algorithms
have a quadratic worst-case time complexity, O(n2d) – where n is the size of
the d-dimensional input data.
On the other hand there are many algorithms which exploit the lattice
structure induced by a Pareto preference for e cient preference evaluation,
cp. [30, 33, 12, 11, 26, 21, 14]. In a lattice, two arbitrary elements have an
infimum and a supremum. Most of these algorithms o↵er excellent performance
for domains with low cardinalities. The lattice based algorithms are the only
ones with a linear runtime complexity, O(dV + dn), where V is the product
of the cardinalities of the d low-cardinality domains. Apart from the domain
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size restriction, lattice based algorithms can only deal with Pareto preferences
consisting of preferences that form weak orders on their domains. But this is
not always suitable for real life applications as in Figure 2.
In this paper, we present a method to embed any strict partial order into
a lattice. That means, we overcome the weak order restriction and thus make
lattice-based algorithms capable of dealing with general strict partial orders. For
this, we show 1.) how to transform general strict partial orders into lattice
structures, 2.) how to construct smaller lattices in the case of special base
preferences, and 3.) how to combine weak orders and general strict partial
orders into lattices.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the formal
background. Section 3 presents the embedding of general database preferences
into lattices, and in Section 4 we present a method to construct smaller lattices
for base preferences. In Section 5 we show how to combine weak order prefer-
ences and general strict partial orders. In Section 6 we discuss some implemen-
tation details. Section 7 provides some related work and Section 8 contains our
concluding remarks.
2 Background
Preference queries in database systems have been in focus for some time, leading
to diverse approaches, e.g., [5, 22]. We review [22, 23], where preferences are
modeled as strict partial orders.
2.1 Preference Modeling
Following [22] a database preference P is defined as P := (A,<P ), where A is
a set of attributes and <P is a strict partial order (SPO) on the domain of A.
The term x <P y for x, y 2 dom(A) is interpreted as “I like y more than x”, “is
preferred to”, or “is more probable than”, and so forth. As strict partial orders
are transitive, better-than relations in this model are, too. The maximal values
of P = (A,<P ) are defined as
M(P ) := {v 2 dom(A)| 6 9w 2 dom(A) : v <P w} (1)
If of two di↵erent objects none is better w.r.t. a preference, we call them indif-
ferent, cp. [22, 10, 15]. The indi↵erence relation kP is defined as:
x kP y , ¬(x <P y _ y <P x)
Keep in mind that, in general, kP is reflexive, symmetric, but not transitive [15].
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2.2 Weak Order Preferences
An important subclass of strict partial orders are weak order preferences (WOP).
Following [15, 16], a weak order preference is a strict partial order in which
indi↵erence is transitive. For any WOP we can define a utility function [15]
mapping each attribute value to a number to determine dominance between
two values. The utility function depends on the type of preference as can be
seen in the next section.
Lemma 1 (Utility Function for WOPs [15]). Each weak order preference P =
(A,<P ) has a utility function to determine the dominance between values:
uP : dom(A)! R+0
x <P y () uP (x) > uP (y)
For weak order preferences indi↵erent values belong to the same equivalence
class. The equivalence class of an attribute value x can be identified by uP (x).
Note that if P is a weak order then kP is an equivalence relation (reflexive,
symmetric, transitive).
Definition 1 (max(P )). max(P ) 2 R0 is the maximum uP value for a weak
order preference P .
max(P ) := max{uP (v) | 8v 2 dom(A)}
2.3 Base Preferences
Preferences on single attributes like discrete (categorical) or continuous (numer-
ical) domains are called base preferences, cp. [24]. Usually they can be defined
as WOPs having a utility function, such that
uP (v) :=
(
f(v) if d = 0l
f(v)
d
m
if d > 0
(2)
where f : dom(A) ! R+0 is a score function and d 2 R+0 . In the case of d = 0
the function f(v) models the distance to the best value. A d-parameter d > 0
represents a discretization, which is used to group ranges of scores together. The
d-parameter maps di↵erent function values to a single integer number. Choosing
d > 0 e↵ects that attribute values with identical uP (v) value become indi↵erent
and stay in the same equivalence class.
The definition of the function f depends on the type of preference. The
BETWEENd(A, [low , up]) preference for example expresses the wish for a value
between a lower and an upper bound. If this is infeasible, values having the
smallest distance to [low , up] are preferred, where the distance is discretized
by the parameter d. The scoring function is f(v) = max{low   v, 0, v   up}.
The AROUNDd(A, v) is a special case of the former, where low = up =: v.
The preferences LOWESTd(A, infA) and HIGHESTd(A, supA) express the wish
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for the minimum and maximum, where infA and supA are the infimum and
supremum of dom(A).
In a categorical domain LAYEREDm(A, {L1, . . . , Lm}) expresses that a user
has a set of preferred values given by the disjoint sets Li, which form a partition
of dom(A). Thereby the values in L1 are the most preferred values. The scoring
function equals f(v) = i   1 , x 2 Li. Figure 1 shows an example for such a
preference.
2.4 Complex Preferences
Complex preferences combine other preferences and determine the relative im-
portance of these. Intuitively, people speak of “this preference is more important
to me than that one” or “these preferences are all equally important” (Pareto)
[22, 5]. Hence, we need a notion of equality w.r.t. a preference.
A simple approach for the notion of equality w.r.t. a preference is to use
strict equality of the domain values. But equivalence classes can be applied
here as well. For example, if for two values x, x0, uP (x) = uP (x0), i.e., the
tuples have the same utility value; they belong to the same equivalence class
and hence x <P y , x0 <P y for all y.
The substitutable value semantics has been introduced in [23] to have in-
di↵erence as a transitive relation and every preference P is associated with
an SV-relation ⇠=P on dom(A), where the equivalence classes contain “equally
good” objects.
Definition 2 (Substitutable Values (SV)).
Let P = (A,<P ). ⇠=P is P ’s substitutable values relation (SV) i↵ 8x, y, z 2
dom(A)
a) x ⇠=P y ) x kP y
b) (x <P y ^ y ⇠=P z)_(x ⇠=P y ^ y <P z)) x <P z
c) ⇠=P is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive
The identity relation on attribute set A is called trivial SV-relation (=P ). The
regular SV-relation ⇠P is the equivalence relation induced by the equivalence
classes computed by uP .
Note that this definition of SV-semantics is needed to preserve the strict
order property of complex preferences, cp. [23, 15].
The intuition behind SV-relations is that a tuple x can be substituted by
x0, if x ⇠=P x0 holds. For base preferences regular SV-semantics ⇠P does not
a↵ect <P itself, but expresses that it is admissible to substitute values for each
other. The di↵erence occurs when such preferences are combined to complex
preferences, e.g., a Pareto preference, where ⇠P does a↵ect <P . Then, the
value of the utility function uP alone is not su cient to determine domination.
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Definition 3 (Pareto Preference). Given m preferences Pi = (Ai, <Pi) and
objects x = (x1, . . . , xm), y = (y1, . . . , ym) 2 dom(A1 ⇥ · · · ⇥ Am). A Pareto
preference P := P1 ⌦ . . .⌦ Pm is defined as:
x <P y () 9i : xi <Pi yi ^ 8i, j 2 {1, . . . ,m}, j 6= i : (xj <Pj yj _ xj ⇠=Pj yj) 
Note that although we have only WOPs as input preferences for a Pareto
preference P , P itself forms a strict partial order, but not a WOP anymore [5].
All input values leading to the same utility value combination (uP1(v), . . . , uPm(v))
for the WOPs Pi in P belong to the same equivalence class.
Example 3. Reconsider Example 1. The preference P1 on colors (Figure 1) now
should be equally important to P2 := AROUND5(price, 50K) (Pareto preference
query). Let x = (red, 50K) and y = (blue, 45K) be two tuples as in Table 1.
Using trivial SV-semantics the tuple (red, 50K) is not better than (blue, 45K),
although a price of $50K (uP1(50K) = 0) is better than $45K (uP1(45K) = 1).
Due to the trivial SV-semantics ’red’ and ’blue’ are not substitutable. Note that
the same holds for (green, 48K), i.e., the result are the cars with id 2 {3, 4, 7}.
Having regular SV-semantics, ’red’ and ’blue’ (and ’green’) become substi-
tutable in the preference on the colors. Hence, (red, 50K) is equally good as
(blue, 45K) concerning the color, but a price of $50K is better than $45K con-
cerning the preference AROUND5. This means, (red, 50K) is the only tuple
in the result set which corresponds to the car with id = 3. It also dominates
(green, 48K).
2.5 Better-Than-Graph and Lattices
A Better-Than-Graph (BTG) is a visualization of the partial order induced by
a preference. A graph like this is equivalent to a Hasse diagram (directed and
acyclic) [10]. An edge between two nodes in a BTG denotes dominance of the
upper node over the lower.
Definition 4 (Better-Than Graph (BTG)). The better-than graph of a pref-
erence P = (A,<P ) is the Hasse diagram of <P with the additional character-
istics:
a) A node in the BTG corresponds to a value or a set of substitutable values
(equivalence class) in dom(A).
b) The utility function value of a node is the length of a longest path leading
from the best node to it.
The BTG for weak order preferences forms a total order where each node
represents one equivalence class uP , cp. Figure 1. A Pareto preference P has one
node for each possible utility value combination of the Pis of P and constitutes
a lattice [10, 30], where each node in the BTG stands for one equivalence class
of the preference.
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Definition 5 (Lattice [10]). A partially ordered set D with operator <P is a
lattice, if 8a, b 2 D, the set {a, b} has a least upper bound (supremum) and
a greatest lower bound (infimum) in D. If a least upper bound and a greatest
lower bound is defined for all subsets of D, we have a complete lattice.
Lemma 2 (#Nodes of a BTG [33]). Let P := P1 ⌦ . . . ⌦ Pm be a Pareto
preference on the domain dom(A) := dom(A1) ⇥ . . . ⇥ dom(Am) and Pi, i =
1, . . . ,m WOPs with max(Pi) as in Definition 1. Then
#nodes(BTGP ) =
mY
i=1
(max(Pi) + 1) (3)
More properties of BTGs (#edges, height, width, etc.) can be found in [33].
Example 4. Consider our car sample in Table 1. Let P1 be a LAYERED3
preference as in Figure 1, i.e., the uP mapping is as follows:
red, blue, green ! 0
yellow, purple ! 1
black, cyan ! 2
Let P2 be a LAYERED5 preference on the make in Table 1, where each make
forms its own layer in the order GMC ! 0, BMW ! 1, Ford ! 2, Mercedes
! 3, Audi ! 4.
Figure 3 shows the BTG for the Pareto preference P1⌦P2 with the maximum
values max(P1) = 2 and max(P2) = 4. The node (0, 0) presents the best node,
i.e., the supremum, whereas (2, 4) is the worst node (infimum). The bold num-
bers next to each node are unique identifiers (ID) for each node in the lattice,
cp. [33].
A dataset D does not necessarily contain tuples for each lattice node. In Fig-
ure 3, the gray nodes are occupied (non-empty) with elements from the dataset
in Table 1 whereas the white nodes have no element ( empty). Each node con-
tains the objects mapped by uP to the same feature vector of the preference query.
For example, the tuples (red,BMW) and (green,BMW) both correspond to the
node (0, 1). All values in the same node / equivalence class are indi↵erent and
considered substitutable. The number of nodes is (2 + 1) · (4 + 1) = 15.
2.6 Lattice Skyline Revisited
Lattice based algorithms like LS-B [30] and Hexagon [33] exploit the observa-
tions from the last section to find the maximal values of a dataset w.r.t. some
preferences. The elements of the dataset D that compose the maximal values
is formed by those nodes in the BTG that have no path leading to them from
another non-empty node. All other nodes have direct or transitive edges from
the maximal nodes, and therefore are dominated.
For the implementation of such algorithms the lattice is usually represented
by an array, where each position stands for one node in the lattice [30] (ac-
cording to the ID for each node as in Example 4). The array stores the
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2(0, 2)
3(0, 3)
4(0, 4)
1(0, 1)
9(1, 4)
0(0, 0)
6(1, 1)
7(1, 2)
8(1, 3)
14(2, 4)
5(1, 0)
13(2, 3)
10(2, 0)
11(2, 1)
12(2, 2)
[level = 6]
[level = 5]
[level = 4]
[level = 3]
[level = 2]
[level = 1]
[level = 0]
Figure 3: BTG for a Pareto preference.
empty, non-empty, and dominated state of a node. For each element t 2 D
the algorithms compute the unique position in the array and mark this posi-
tion as non-empty. Next, the nodes are visited in a breadth-first order (BFT,
dashed line in Figure 3). Non-empty nodes cause a depth-first traversal (DFT,
thick black edges in Figure 3) where the dominance flags are set. Finally
those nodes represent the maximal values which are both non-empty and non-
dominated. In Example 4, only the nodes (0, 1) ' {(red,BMW), (green,BMW)}
and (1, 0) ' {(yellow,GMC)} are not dominated. All other nodes have direct
or transitive edges from these two nodes, and therefore are dominated. Note
that in general strict partial orders do not form lattices (e.g., Figure 2) and
therefore the above approach cannot be applied.
The original lattice based algorithms have linear runtime complexity w.r.t. the
number of input objects and the size of the BTG. More precisely, the complex-
ity is O(dV + dn), where d is the dimensionality, n is the number of input
tuples, and V is the product of the cardinalities of the d domains from which
the attributes are drawn.
3 General Strict Partial Orders
In Section 2 we have seen that the BTG of a Pareto preference is a lattice.
Now, we will use such lattices as an abstraction from the underlying preference
to integrate general strict partial orders. This will enable us to handle arbitrary
preferences in the same way as Pareto preferences.
3.1 Embedding General SPOs into Lattices
To define general strict partial orders the preference constructor EXPLICIT(A,E)
was introduced in [22]. It constructs a preference from a given set of edges E.
Unmentioned values are considered worse than any value in some element of
E. The transitive hull of E is the Better-Than-Graph of the strict partial or-
der expressed by EXPLICIT. In contrast to other base preferences it does not
construct a weak order.
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Example 5. A typical simple general strict partial order expressed as EXPLICIT
is
I like red more than black. And I like blue.
Figure 4 shows the Hasse diagram of this preference, which does not construct
a weak order.
blue
black
 red
Figure 4: Hasse diagram for a general SPO.
Unfortunately there is no e cient algorithm to evaluate arbitrary database
preferences as above but BNL, because BNL compares each tuple to all other
tuples in the dataset (worst-case complexity O(dn2), cp. [2]). To be able to
apply e cient algorithms like [30, 33, 12, 11, 14] on EXPLICIT, we have to
embed the strict partial order defined by it into a distributive lattice.
For this embedding, we start with a Hasse diagram representing a general
strict partial order. Since lattices need a least upper bound and a greatest
lower bound (cp. Definition 5) we just add virtual nodes to the existing Hasse
diagram. Then, we will assign a so-called signature to each node. This signature
is a combination of integers that is unique for each node and hence can be used
to identify it.
For nodes in the same level (which are indi↵erent) we construct Pareto in-
comparable signatures. A node n which is directly dominated by a node m
needs a “worse” signature than the dominator. For this we just increase one
position in the signature of m and assign it to n. Which position we use is
determined by a depth-first traversal. When the construction of the distributed
lattice structure is complete, the signature of a node is identical to the inte-
ger combination of the BTG node it is mapped to. Algorithm 1 describes our
approach in detail.
Algorithm 1. (Embedding SPOs into Lattices).
The mapping is done in the following steps:
1) Identify non-dominated nodes and generate an unlabeled virtual top node 4
for them. Add edges from 4 to the non-dominated nodes. Also add a virtual
bottom node 5 that is dominated by all the nodes not dominating other values
in the graph.
2) Do a depth-first search beginning at the top node. The algorithm used for
the depth-first search is irrelevant, but the following issues have to be kept in
mind:
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a) Keep a counter. Each time the search finds a dead end, increase the
counter by one.
b) Annotate each edge during the search with the counter value.
c) Do not follow annotated edges.
3) Do a breadth-first search on the graph, starting at the top node again. There
are two possibilities in each node n:
a) n is directly dominated by exactly one node and reached by an edge with
an annotated value of v. The signature value of n is the signature value
of its dominating node increased by one at position v.
b) n is directly dominated by a number of nodes d1, d2, . . . , dx. The signa-
ture of n at each position i is given by the maximum value of the di at
the same position.
If two nodes n and m (or more) are dominated directly by exactly the
same set of nodes d1, . . . , dx, this yields the same signature. In this case,
increase the value of n (resp. m) at the position of the edge on which it
was reached first by the depth-first search.
4) Check the maximum values in use at each position of the node signature and
remove those positions with a maximum value of zero.
Please note that in step 3b also signature values at other positions could be
increased. This can lead to smaller BTGs. It is only necessary that n’s and
m’s signatures are increased at di↵erent positions, preserving their indi↵erence.
Step 4 is unnecessary for the correctness of the algorithm. It is simply removing
elements not containing any information for any node to reduce the signature
length. For an EXPLICIT preference, all domain values not mentioned in its
constructor are mapped to the virtual bottom node.
We now prove that Algorithm 1 preserves the original strict partial order.
Proof. We have to show that 1.) the signatures can be used to determine a
supremum and an infimum for each pair of nodes, which is the basic character-
istic of a lattice, cp. Definition 5. Apart from that, 2.) the relation between any
two nodes of the SPO has to be preserved.
1.) Let’s assume for a SPO our algorithm yields node signatures with n posi-
tions. Using the signatures, the supremum for any two nodes a and b with
signatures (a1, . . . , an) and (b1, . . . , bn) is defined as
sup(a, b) := (min(a1, b1), . . . ,min(an, bn)) ,
their infimum as
inf(a, b) := (max(a1, b1), . . . ,max(an, bn)) .
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Both infimum and supremum of two nodes might not be elements of the
original SPO (like 4 and 5), cp. [10]. The top node 4 by definition has
the signature (t1, . . . , tn) = (0, . . . , 0). The supremum of any node x and 4
is 4, while their infimum is x. In this sense Algorithm 1 constructs a lattice
from the node signatures.
2.) Given two nodes a and b in the SPO with b <P a. Then there is a path
from a to b.
• For any node g = (g1, . . . , gn) on this path that is dominated by exactly
one node, the signature is increased at the position given by the edge’s
annotation. Assume this position is i. So for all such nodes g on that
path it holds that gi > ai. This holds for b as well.
A node h on the path dominated by two nodes f 0 and f 00 will have
signature values defined by the maximum values of the dominating
nodes (a generalization to more than two nodes is obvious). As f 0 kP
f 00, it holds that
9i, j : f 0i > f 00i ^ f 0j < f 00j , and
8k : hk   f 0k ^ hk   f 00k
^ (9i, j : hi > f 00i ^ hj > f 0j).
In summary, nodes which are dominated by one or more nodes in the
original SPO are modeled as dominated in the lattice structure, too.
• We have to consider indi↵erent nodes in the original SPO. For this
consider two nodes s kP t. We can find a supremum as
x := sup(s, t) := (min(s1, t1), . . . ,min(sn, tn)) .
We assume a path from x to s starting with an edge annotated with i,
reaching the node x0 with
x0 :=
(min(s1, t1), ...,min(si, ti) + 1, ...,min(sn, tn))
A path from x to t starts with an edge annotated with j, leading to a
node
x00 :=
(min(s1, t1), ...,min(sj , tj) + 1, ...,min(sn, tn))
Note that i 6= j, as otherwise x0 and x00 would be the equal node and
the supremum of s and t. So x0 kP x00 in the lattice, since x0 and x00
cannot dominate a node that dominates both s and t as this would be
their supremum. Hence s and t must be indi↵erent.
We see that domination between nodes is preserved.
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Based on our algorithm we are now able to embed any strict partial order
into a lattice. After constructing the lattice and mapping the nodes to an array
as described in Section 2.6, we apply a lattice based algorithm like LS-B or
Hexagon. The remaining nodes contain the maximal values. Note that our
approach still has a linear runtime complexity. The construction of the lattice
in Algorithm 1 only relies on a DFT and a BFT, both are linear in the number
of nodes and edges.
The exponential lattice size is not a major limitation, because in most cases
preferences are specified only over a few items, all others can be considered as
worse then the mentioned objects and hence can reside in the virtual bottom
node of the lattice. That means, it is not necessary to construct the lattice on
the complete domain, but only on the objects specified by the user. Therefore
we create small lattices which can be handled e ciently.
3.2 Examples
We now present some examples on how to embed general strict partial orders
into BTGs.
Example 6. Reconsider the preference given in Figure 4. Following Algorithm
1, we add a virtual top and bottom node. Then, the depth-first traversal anno-
tates all edges as shown in Figure 5a. The highest annotation is 2 and hence
the virtual top node corresponds to 4! (0, 0). Then the mapping into a lattice
is “red” ! (0, 1), “blue” ! (1, 0), and “black” ! (0, 2). In this case the signa-
ture for the virtual bottom node is O ! (1, 2) which characterizes the complete
structure of the lattice. Figure 5b shows the lattice with the order embedded into
it. The nodes with frames represent the original Hasse diagram’s nodes.
2
2
1
12
black
red blue
(a)
(1,0)(0,1)
(0,0)
(0,2) (1,1)
(1,2)
black
red blue
(b)
Figure 5: Lattice for the SPO in Figure 4.
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Example 7. Another Hasse diagram for a general partial order is known from
the introductory Example 2 and presented again in Figure 6a, where we use the
abbreviations red (r), blue (b), green (g), black (k), etc.
c
r
y
k
b
p
g
(a)
c
gr b
y p
k
(b)
c
gr b
y p
k
1
1
1
2
3
1 2
(c)
ck
py
br g
1
4
4
3
3
3
2
1
1
1 2
(d)
Figure 6: Embedding a SPO into a BTG (1).
Following Algorithm 1, we add top and bottom nodes in Figure 6b. Then, the
depth-first marking of the edges begins. Figure 6c shows the moment when the
counter value is “3” and the first edge has been marked with it. In Figure 6d,
all edges are marked. The depth-first orders leads to annotations on the edges
which make each path from the top node to any other node in the Hasse diagram
unique.
Then, we determine the node signatures, starting at 4. As the highest num-
ber assigned to an edge is 4, the node signatures consists of four integer values.
The top node has a signature of (0, 0, 0, 0). For r, we get the signature (1, 0, 0, 0),
as it is dominated by the top node by an edge marked with 1 and so the signature
value of 4 is increased by one at position 1. Table 2 shows signatures for all
nodes after step 3 of the algorithm.
Table 2: Signatures for all nodes after step 3.
node r y k
signature (1, 0, 0, 0) (2, 0, 0, 0) (3, 0, 0, 0)
b p c g
(0, 0, 1, 0) (0, 0, 2, 0) (2, 0, 2, 0) (0, 0, 0, 1)
We see that the maximum value at position 2 is 0. Hence it is removed. So
we keep the maximum signature values 3, 2, and 1. The resulting BTG can be
seen in Figure 7 showing all signature values and the framed nodes connected
to a value of the original order. Note that the max(P ) values are 3, 2, and 1,
hence the BTG has 4 · 3 · 2 = 24 nodes.
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(3,0,1)
(1,1,0)(1,0,1)
(3,1,0)
(2,2,1) (3,1,1) (3,2,0)
(0,0,1) (0,1,0) (1,0,0)
(0,0,0)
(0,2,0) (2,0,0)
(3,0,0)
(2,2,0)
(0,1,1)
(3,2,1)
(1,2,0)
(2,1,1)(1,2,1)
(2,1,0)(2,0,1)(1,1,1)(0,2,1)
red
black
cyan
purple
green blue
yellow
Figure 7: Lattice structure for the preference expressed in Figure 6a.
Our algorithm has no problem in integrating any kind of strict partial order.
Isolated nodes in a Hasse diagram belong to the set of top nodes that is linked
to the virtual single top node created in step one of the algorithm. Please note
that our algorithm for embedding a strict partial order into a distributive lattice
like a BTG is not necessarily producing minimal BTGs.
Example 8. We will have another look at the strict partial order in Figure
6a. Some depth-first search algorithm yields the edge annotation of Figure 8.
Then, the maximum integer values for the embedding are 2, 1, 2, 1. With those
maximum values, the BTG that is constructed has 36 nodes; it is 50% bigger
than the one shown in Example 7.
ck
py
br g
1 3
3
3
4
4
2
2
1
1
1
Figure 8: Embedding a SPO in a BTG (2).
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3.3 Remarks
Another mapping of partial orders to distributive lattices has been presented
in [36]. Using only two integer numbers to represent each value in a partial
order, a BTG constructed according to the maximum signature levels tends to
be smaller than when using Algorithm 1. But not all partial orders can be
expressed when such a mapping is used, as we will see in Lemma 3.
Lemma 3. We have some values a, b, . . . , f and a partial order on them
defined by d < a, d < b, e < a, e < c, f < b, and f < c. The Hasse diagram for
this order is given in Figure 9. Then a mapping of each node to a BTG node
defined by two integer values is not able to preserve the original partial order.(0,0,0)
fed
cba
(1,1,1)Figure 9: SPO needing more than two integer values.
Proof. Let a = (a1, a2), b = (b1, b2), and c = (c1, c2) the indi↵erent two integer
representations of the corresponding nodes. We will assume a1 < b1 < c1 and
a2 > b2 > c2. From the strict partial order we know:
e < a ^ e < c) a1  e1 ^ a2  e2 ^ c1  e1 ^ c2  e2
Hence, the combination of smallest possible values for e is (e1, e2) = (c1, a2). So
e always is dominated by b, too, which is a contradiction to the original partial
ordered set.
Using the Hasse diagram structure of Figure 9 as a pattern, similar proofs
for more than two values in a signature can be found. The number of integers
needed to construct a BTG to embed a partial order depends on the partial
order and does not have an upper border. In Example 9, a possible embedding
of the given partial order into a BTG using three integer values can be seen.
Example 9. Consider the partial order in Figure 9. A possible embedding to a
distributed lattice is shown in Figure 10. The maximum values are (1, 1, 1).
4 WOPs with Trivial SV-Semantics
Our approach of embedding general SPOs does not necessarily construct mini-
mal lattices. We assume that finding a minimal lattice is an NP-hard problem.
Therefore, we leave this for further investigations and future work. Never-
theless, in this section we show a method which in general constructs smaller
lattices than Algorithm 1. However, this only applies for base preferences like
LAYEREDm and BETWEENd and their sub-constructors.
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node signature
a (0,0,1)
b (0,1,0)
c (1,0,0)
d (0,1,1)
e (1,0,1)
f (1,1,0)
(a)
(1,1,0)
(0,0,0)
(1,0,0)(0,1,0)(0,0,1)
(1,1,1)
(0,1,1) (1,0,1)
(b)
Figure 10: Mappings (a) and lattice structure (b) for the SPO in Figure 9.
We have seen that graphs of WOPs (with regular SV-semantics (⇠=P )) build
a total order and therefore always construct a minimal lattice (cp. Section 2.5).
A Pareto preference consisting of WOPs also constitutes a complete lattice,
which is minimal w.r.t. the base preferences. Therefore, we now consider base
preferences with trivial SV-semantics (=P ). Keep in mind that for regular SV-
semantics all objects in an equivalence class are substitutable, but in the case of
trivial SV-semantics they are not. That means each object in a dataset forms
its own (single valued) class.
4.1 Categorical Base Preferences with Trivial SV-Semantics
Modeling incomparability of values in categorical base preferences is straightfor-
ward. Using trivial SV-semantics in LAYEREDm(A, {L1, . . . , Lm}), all values
in one of the Li are incomparable.
Theorem 1. Let P := LAYEREDm(A, {L1, . . . , Lm}) and P 0 derived from P
by replacing regular with trivial SV-semantics. Each value in dom(A) is mapped
to a pair of integer values.
The elements of the Li are labeled with indexes: Li := {li,1, li,2, . . . , li,|Li|}.
Every element of Li has to get a unique index value. Then, the integer combi-
nation for each li,j can be found as follows:
li,j ! (ll, lr)
where
ll :=
   Si 1x=1 Lx     i+ j
lr :=
   Six=1 Lx   + 1  (i+ j) +
|{x | x  i ^ |Lx| = 1 ^ |Lx 1| = 1}|
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Proof. Consider three categorical values li,j , li,k, li+1,q 2 dom(A) with j < k. A
value lx,y is mapped to (lx,y[0], lx,y[1]). We have to prove that P 0 constructs
the same order as P on elements of di↵erent layers and renders elements of the
same layer indi↵erent. For readability, we will abbreviate
   Si 1x=1 Lx    with s and
|{x | x  i ^ |Lx| = 1 ^ |Lx 1| = 1}| with t(i).
• li,j kP 0 li,k:
– li,j [0]  li,k[0] = (s  i+ j)  (s  i+ k) = j   k ) li,j [0] < li,k[0]
– li,j [1] li,k[1] = (s+|Li|+1 (i+j)+t(i)) (s+|Li|+1 (i+k)+t(i)) =
 j + k ) li,j [0] > li,k[0]
With li,j [0] < li,k[0] ^ li,j [0] > li,k[0] it follows that li,j kP 0 li,k.
• li+1,q <P 0 li,j :
– li,j [0]  li+1,q[0], j  |Li|  1 + q
This always holds as j  |Li| ^ ( 1 + q)   0
) j = |Li|   1   q , j = |Li| ^ q = 1 and j < |Li|   1   q , j <
|Li| _ q > 1
• li,j [1]  li+1,q[1],  j + t(i)  |Li+1|  1  q + t(i+ 1)
– case 1: |Li| = 1 ^ |Li+1| = 1, t(i+ 1) = t(i) + 1) j = 1 ^ q = 1
)  j + t(i)  |Li+1|  1  q + t(i) + 1
– case 2: |Li| > 1 _ |Li+1| > 1, t(i+ 1) = t(i)
)  j + t(i)  |Li+1|  1  q + t(i)
For j = 1^q = |Li+1|, both sides are equal. As (j   1)^(q |Li+1| 
0), the inequation holds in all other cases, too.
To sum up the preceding points, we showed that
li+1,q <P 0 li,j always holds:
• j = 1^q = |Li+1|
=) li,j [0] < li+1,q[0]^li,j [1] = li+1,q[1]
• 1 < j < |Li|^1 < q < |Li+1|
=) li,j [0] < li+1,q[0]^li,j [1] < li+1,q[1]
• j = |Li|^q = 1
=) li,j [0] = li+1,q[0]^li,j [1] < li+1,q[1]
As we can see, all elements of the same layer are indi↵erent and better than
all elements of (w.r.t. their indexes) higher layers.
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Example 10. Consider the color preference in Figure 1. We derive a preference
P 0 with the same sets but trivial instead of regular SV-semantics. This means
for example that ’red’, ’blue’, and ’green’ are not substitutable. Table 3 shows the
integer combinations (ll, lr) for each color. For example, for ’red’ we compute
ll = 0  1 + 1 = 0 and lr = 3 + 1  (1 + 1) + 0 = 2, i.e., ’red’ ! (0, 2).
Table 3: Mappings for Example 10.
color Li uP li,j (ll, lr)
red L1 0 l1,1 (0, 2)
blue L1 0 l1,2 (1, 1)
green L1 0 l1,3 (2, 0)
yellow L2 1 l2,1 (2, 3)
purple L2 1 l2,2 (3, 2)
black L3 2 l3,1 (3, 4)
cyan L3 2 l3,2 (4, 3)
Figure 11 shows the lattice for P 0. Nodes with invalid level combinations are
white, nodes with other colors filled and labeled with the color and its assigned
integer combination. Following Eq. 3, the size of the BTG is 5·5 = 25. Note that
the number of occupied nodes is the size of the categorical domain, |dom(A)| = 7.
(4,3)
(4,4)
(0,2) (1,1) (2,0)
(2,3) (3,2)
(3,4)
(0,0)
green
black cyan
yellow purple
bluered
Figure 11: BTG for LAYEREDm with trivial SV-semantics.
4.2 Numerical Base Preferences with Trivial SV-Semantics
In the case of numerical preferences it is su cient to analyse the problem only
for BETWEENd, because all other numerical base preferences are special cases
of the former. However, embedding BETWEENd into a lattice is not a trivial
task, because if two values exist in the same equivalence class, they are not sub-
stitutable when using trivial SV-semantics and must be modeled incomparable
in the lattice structure.
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Example 11. Let P := AROUND5(price, 50K) be a preference with dom(price)
= {45K, 48K, 50K}. The value 50K is the maximal value, whereas 45K, 48K
lie in a distance of d from the best value. Since 45K, 48K 2 [45K, 50K[, they
share the same uP value 1, but are not substitutable and must be modeled as
incomparable in the lattice which they should be embedded in.
Since the domain of an attribute could be infinite, this makes the embedding
of numerical base preferences with trivial SV-semantics di cult. However, in
database relations we generally assume a closed-world, hence we have a finite
number of objects in an equivalence class. In this case, BETWEENd could be
modeled in the same way as LAYEREDm. That means, construct a prefer-
ence LAYEREDm based on the numerical values preferred by BETWEENd and
compute li,j as in Theorem 1.
Under some assumptions we can produce smaller lattices, e.g., when we
have single occupied equivalence classes, or if a user specifies an “interval as
the preferred value”. In these cases we avoid the problem of several indi↵erent
objects in the same equivalence class; objects having the same uP function value
are either identical or lie “left and right” of the maximal value.
Theorem 2. Given P := BETWEENd(A, [low, up]) and let P 0 be derived from
P by replacing regular by trivial SV-semantics. Assume each equivalence class
contains at most one element. We map x 2 dom(A) to the integer combination
(l1, l2) in P 0 as follows:
x! (l1, l2) =
⇢
(uP (x) , uP (x)  1) if x > up
(uP (x)  1 , uP (x) ) if x < low
For x 2 [low, up] we set x! (0, 0). Then, P 0 models the same order w.r.t. dom(A)
as P , but distinguishes between values lower and values higher than the interval
borders.
This can be interpreted as two WOPs being connected and used to model a
strict partial order. A “virtual” Pareto preference is constructed by the numer-
ical base preference.
Proof. Consider a value v mapped to (v1, v2), and a value w mapped to (w1, w2).
The following cases may occur:
• uP (v) = uP (w) + 1:
– v < low ^ w < low ) (w1 = v1 + 1) ^ (w2 = v2 + 1)
– v < low ^ up < w ) (w1 = v1 + 2) ^ (w2 = v2)
• uP (v) = uP (w):
– v < low ^ w < low ) (v1, v2) = (w1, w2)
) v ⇠P 0 w
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– v < low ^ up < w
) (v1, v2) = (uP (v), uP (v) + 1)
(w1, w2) = (uP (v) + 1, uP (v))
) v kP 0 w
All other possible cases can be derived from those above. So the integer combi-
nation assigned to domain values fulfills the specification of the preference.
Lemma 4 (#Nodes). The number of nodes in the BTG P 0 defined by a pref-
erence P := BETWEENd by replacing regular by trivial SV-semantics is given
by:
#nodes(BTGP ) = (max(P ) + 1)
2 (4)
Proof. Looking at the computation of integer combinations for values to be
rated, the BTG that is constructed is identical to one for a Pareto preference
containing two WOPs with maximum values of max(P ) + 1, cp. Eq. 3.
Lemma 5 (#Used Nodes). Consider a preference P 0 which is defined as a
BETWEENd preference P with trivial instead of regular SV-semantics. The
number of used nodes (i.e. the number of nodes that can be matched by values
evaluated by P 0) in the BTGP 0 is given by
#used nodes(BTGP 0) = 2 ·max(P ) + 1 (5)
Proof. The node (0, 0) is used for perfect matches. Other nodes used have
combinations of (x, x + 1) or (x + 1, x). The minimum value for x is 1, the
maximum is max(P ), leading to 2 ·max(P ) + 1 values in use.
Note that Lemma 4 and 5 only hold when considering equivalence classes
which contain at most one object.
Example 12. We search for a car which should cost around $50K, i.e., P :=
AROUND5(price, 50K) in the domain dom(price) = {45K,50K,55K,70K,75K}.
Then max(P ) = 5.
No two domain values lie in the same equivalence class, we derive P 0 with
trivial SV-semantics and create pair mappings: A perfect value of 50K is mapped
to (0, 0), 45K and 55K (with uP (45K) = uP (55K) = 1) are mapped to incom-
parable value combinations (0, 1) and (1, 0), respectively. All combinations can
be found in Table 4.
Table 4: Value combinations for P 0.
price 45K 50K 55K 70K 75K
uP 1 0 1 4 5
(l1, l2) (0,1) (0,0) (1,0) (4,3) (5,4)
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Figure 12a shows the BTGP 0 of P 0 with trivial SV-semantics. The black
nodes have tuples belonging to them, the gray nodes represent valid integers for
l1 and l2, while the white nodes are unused dummy nodes given by the graph
structure. The number of nodes is (5+1)2 = 36 from which 2 · 5+1 = 11 might
be used.
In Figure 12b we present BTGP for P with regular SV-semantics for com-
parison only. Values with the same uP value are substitutable and reside in the
same equivalence class. The BTG forms a chain.
(0,0)
(5,4)
(4,3)
(1,0)(0,1)
(a)
[{75K}]
[{70K}]
(1)
(0)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
[{}]
[{}]
[{50K}]
[{45K,55K}]
(b)
Figure 12: BTG for AROUNDd with (a) trivial SV-semantics and (b) regular
SV-semantics.
5 Combining WOPs and SPOs
As we have seen, a single integer value is not enough to express the semantics
of strict partial orders in general. We have overcome this limitation by using
two or more integer values. Now we have to integrate these preferences in the
standard Pareto preference introduced in Definition 3.
Theorem 3. Consider a strict partial order S embedded into a BTG GS, a
Pareto preference P and the corresponding BTG GP . The order constructed by
the combination of P and S is visualized by the product of GS and GP .
Proof. Both GS and GP are lattices. Following [10], the product of them yields
a lattice with a combined order of both input lattices.
The BTG for such a combination surely holds unused nodes (as the BTG for
the strict partial order does already). Nevertheless the embedding can be very
useful as it enables us to evaluate base preferences that are strict partial orders
just like Pareto preferences and Pareto preferences consisting of strict partial
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orders just as if they only used standard WOPs as input preferences. Example
13 defines a BTG that is the result of the combination of a WOP and a general
strict partial order.
Example 13. Remember the strict partial order on colors of Example 6. A
possible lattice this order can be embedded in is shown in Figure 13a, where the
nodes representing nodes of the original order are framed and labeled accordingly.
The construction steps are shown in Figure 13b.
(1,0)
(2,1)
(2,0)(1,1)
(0,1)
(0,0)
blue red
black
(a)
1
1
1
2
2black
red blue
(b)
Figure 13: Lattice for the color preference.
Now we combine this order with a WOP with a maximum value max(P ) = 3,
e.g., AROUND10(price, 50K) as in Example 12, but with d = 10 and regular
SV-semantics. The BTG for AROUND forms a chain with uP 2 {0, 1, 2, 3}.
The lattice for the combined (Pareto) order can be seen in Figure 14. As
the resulting BTG is the product of the BTGs of the two underlying preferences,
each of the original nodes in Figure 13a is multiplied. For example, the mul-
tiplication of (0, 1) by {0, 1, 2, 3} results in (0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1), (2, 0, 1), (3, 0, 1).
Nodes representing no reachable integer combination (due to the strict partial
order) are printed in gray.
(1,0,0)
(0,2,1)
(0,1,1)
(3,2,0)
(1,2,0) (2,1,0)(2,0,1)
(1,1,0)(1,0,1)
(3,0,1) (3,1,0)
(0,0,1) (0,1,0)
(0,2,0)
(2,2,0)
(3,2,1)
(3,1,1)(2,2,1)
(1,2,1) (2,1,1)
(3,0,0)
(2,0,0)
(0,0,0)
(1,1,1)
blue
black
red
Figure 14: BTG for the combination of a WOP and a strict partial order.
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6 Optimizations
As we have seen our algorithms do not produce minimal lattices. However,
we propose some improvements for the lattice-based algorithms, which can be
applied if the lattice is “nondense”.
6.1 Reduction on Existing Values
In many cases, only a small number of domain values actually appear in a
relation. For weak orders on numerical domains, this can have the e↵ect that
only some of the possible uP values are met.
Example 14. Consider P = AROUND1(A, 4) with trivial SV-semantics and
let dom(A) = {5, 10, 15, 20} be a numerical domain. Using Theorem 2 would
lead to max(P ) = 16 levels, i.e., a BTG of size 289, even though there are only
four di↵erent values in the domain with uP (5) = 1, uP (10) = 6, uP (15) = 11,
and uP (20) = 16. A mapping of these values to 0, 1, 2, and 3 would reduce the
size of the lattice to 16.
One way to gain information of unused domain values could be the use of a
histogram or a simple B-tree index. With this we can find existing uP values
for the corresponding WOPs. Then we can e ciently reduce BTG sizes by
“removing” unused nodes, leading to less memory needed and less e↵ort for
preference evaluation using lattice-based algorithms. The mapping of domain
values to the few required uP values could be done using minimal perfect hashing
functions, leading to constant access times and minimum memory requirements
[8, 9, 18]. Note, that this method is also valid for BETWEENd without the
assumption of single occupied equivalence classes, cp. Section 4.2.
6.2 Data Structure
In the implementation of the original lattice Skyline algorithms Hexagon [33]
and LS-B [30], the lattice is represented by an array, where each position stands
for one node in the lattice, cp. Section 2.6. Following [33], the array based
implementation needs at least a memory of
⌃
1
4
Qm
i=1 (max(Pi) + 1)
⌥
bytes, where
the Pi’s are the participating preferences.
Since our approach produces “nondense lattices”, i.e., there are many empty
nodes (cp. for example Figure 7 and 12a), using an array as data structure
makes no sense. Therefore we propose the approach of level-based storage. An
array models the levels (computed by uP , Eq. 2) of the BTG. Then the nodes
are stored in a HashMap or SkipList [34], cp. Figure 15.
Adding an element to the BTG means computing the level it belongs to
and marking the node at the right position as non-empty or dominated. The
advantage of the level-based storage using SkipLists in contrast to HashMaps
lies in the reduced memory requirements, because we do not have to initialize
the whole data structure in main memory. A node is initialized on-the-fly if it
is marked as non-empty or dominated. Additionally, if each node in a level is
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[uP = 6]
[uP = 5]
[uP = 4]
[uP = 3]
[uP = 2]
[uP = 1]
[uP = 0]
NIL
NIL
c
k
p y
g b r
NIL
Figure 15: Level-based storage of the BTG in Figure 7 using SkipLists.
dominated, we can remove all nodes from the corresponding SkipList, mark the
level-entry in the array as dominated and free memory.
Using a level-based representation of the BTG with a HashMap for each
level, we have a constant access for each level and O(1) for the look-up in the
HashMap, since we can use a perfect hash function due the known width of the
BTG in each level, cp. [19]. In summary this leads to a runtime complexity
of O(dV + dn), too. For the SkipList based BTG implementation we have
O(dV + dn logw), since operations on SkipLists are O(logw) [34], where w is
the number of elements in the SkipList, i.e., the width of the BTG in the worst
case.
7 Related Work
Skyline queries and the more general concept of preferences are well-known in
the database community since more than a decade. There are many algorithms
to compute the Skyline set, cp. [6] for an overview. The most prominent algo-
rithms are based on a block-nested-loop style tuple-to-tuple comparison (e.g.,
BNL [2], or [25, 7, 20]). Based on this several algorithms have been published for
parallel Skyline computation [37, 29, 4] or utilizing an index structure [31, 28].
The BNL algorithm is the only one who can evaluate general strict partial orders
due to its tuple-to-tuple comparison approach [5]. Most of the other algorithms
are restricted to Pareto preferences, because they rely on the uP value of an
object.
Other algorithms exploit the lattice structure induced by a Skyline query,
cp. e.g. [33, 30]. Instead of direct comparisons of tuples, a lattice structure
represents the better-than relationships. There is also work on parallel prefer-
ence computation exploiting the lattice [12] and the authors of [14] present how
to handle high-cardinality domains. Also the work of [39, 27, 13] exploit the
lattice to compute top-k (subspace) Skylines.
The most similar work to ours is [1], [3], and [36]. In [1, 17, 32] the authors
create a spanning tree on a direct acyclic graph where each node is associated
with an interval. The authors of [3] map all data points in a new space, where
each partially ordered value is substituted by associated coordinates. Their aim
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was Skyline processing on partially ordered domains. Also [36] handle partially
ordered domains using topological sorting. In [35] the author presents a method
for the decomposition of strict partial orders into fundamental preference con-
structs. For this the author studies which preference operators and operands
are necessary to express any strict partial order. Non of these papers produce
lattice structures, but ’arbitrary’ graphs.
8 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we presented a method to embed all kinds of strict partial orders
into lattices. As a consequence, existing lattice based algorithms can be applied
to general strict partial orders and prior restrictions on weak order preferences
and their combinations in Pareto preferences do not apply anymore.
As we have mentioned, the lattices we construct with our algorithm are
not minimal. Nevertheless a reduction of the lattice size is wise as the size of
a lattice for a Pareto preference grows exponentially with the lattice sizes of
the underlying preferences. Hence our next step will be to address this and
improve our algorithm so that it produces minimal lattices embedding strict
partial orders. However, this could be a challenging task.
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